FIRST NEW TECH
BUILDING COMPLETE

Aerodynamics Laboratory is Ready at Technology Site.

The first structure that the Massachusetts Institute of Technology has ceased to be erected for its own uses on its site in Cambridge is the new aerodynamic laboratory. The building is finished and the apparatus is in process of installation. This, together with the fact that Technology has already instituted courses in the study of this science makes it the first college in the United States to be fitted for this purpose.

One of the questions that is likely to be asked at once is why such experiments and such a course of experimentation and such a course of study of this science make it the first college in the land to be fitted for use, is the four-foot wind tunnel portion of its equipment that is first to be installed, in fact is nearly ready for use, is the four-foot wing tunnel with its accompanying blower. This is of the pattern now in use at the institute's land at Vassar Street. The portion of its equipment that is first to be installed, in fact is nearly ready for use, is the four-foot wing tunnel with its accompanying blower. This is of the pattern now in use at the institute's land at Vassar Street. The portion of its equipment that is first to be installed, in fact is nearly ready for use, is the four-foot wing tunnel with its accompanying blower. This is of the pattern now in use at the institute's land at Vassar Street.

One result will be that when Technology gets the machinery in place it will be able to start ahead at full speed. The preliminary ground in which it is usually necessary to spend time in experimenting has been put well over and results may here be looked for, while the patterning of the station after one of known efficiency will give an opportunity to contract for a book during the following week. More than one chance cannot be guaranteed, as all indications point to an excessive demand for the book.

The chief aim of the 1915 Technique Board has been to get out a book that will be different from the books of the past few years. To this end many of the old formalities have been dropped. New features have been introduced with the purpose of making the book more interesting and more representative of student life at Tech. The past year has been filled with many important events in the history of the Institute. In order to record these events in the most attractive manner a new department has been introduced. This department is called "The Year In Review," and gives a record of institute events that should be in the hands of every Tech man.

Technique 1915 will be unusually rich in photographs. There will be over fifty interior pictures of Junction taken about school as well as a large number of pictures of well known professors. These are all characteristic, and have been arranged so that they will appeal to every Junior.

The athletic department is something more than a bare record of events this year. Accounts of the year's work of each team have been written by men who are intimately connected with the teams. The athletic department is also filled with stories of picture of Field Day and other athletic events.

The grinn department will speak for itself. Those who should never say that it is the finest work of the Institute's funniest men.

This book costs $6.00 more than Technique 1914. It will be an all deluxe edition bound in the heaviest leather with stiff covers. There will be five full pages in full color instead of one as in the past. The quality of the engraving cannot be surpassed. Technique 1915 offers you all these improvements for the same price as last year's book—$5.75.

Glee Club Rehearsal

There will be a special rehearsal of the Glee Club Thursday afternoon, at five. This rehearsal is very important as there are few more before the Spring Concert. It is also necessary to practice a couple of new songs which are to be sung at the Natl. Concert Friday night. A double fine will be imposed for absence.

New Cleaner Here


The Spencer Company has loaned the Institute a Spencer Turbine Vacuum Cleaner, which is being used on the location with Senator laboratory work. Various tests are being conducted, in which the men determine how much power it uses, the amount of air it exhausts, etc. The cleaner has been placed in the turbine room.

Technique Sign Up

SLIPS COME OUT TOMORROW MORNING

Book Contains Many Special Features—Edition Limited to Nine Hundred Copies.

The sign-up books for Technique 1915 will be out tomorrow morning at nine o'clock. The edition will be limited to nine hundred copies, so those who delay signing up too long may not be able to get copies, as was the case last year with a large number.

The price is the same this year as last—$1.00, in cash, payable upon signing, the balance being due upon receipt of the book. Sign-up slips may be obtained from any one of the following members of the Technique Board:


Every man in the Institute will have an opportunity to contract for a book during the following week. More than one chance cannot be guaranteed, as all indications point to an excessive demand for the book.

The chief aim of the 1915 Technique Board has been to get out a book that will be different from the books of the past few years. To this end many of the old formalities have been dropped. New features have been introduced with the purpose of making the book more interesting and more representative of student life at Tech. The past year has been filled with many important events in the history of the Institute. In order to record these events in the most attractive manner a new department has been introduced. This department is called "The Year In Review," and gives a record of institute events that should be in the hands of every Tech man.

Technique 1915 will be unusually rich in photographs. There will be over fifty interior pictures of Junction taken about school as well as a large number of pictures of well known professors. These are all characteristic, and have been arranged so that they will appeal to every Junior.

The athletic department is something more than a bare record of events this year. Accounts of the year's work of each team have been written by men who are intimately connected with the teams. The athletic department is also filled with stories of picture of Field Day and other athletic events.

The grinn department will speak for itself. Those who should never say that it is the finest work of the Institute's funniest men.

This book costs $6.00 more than Technique 1914. It will be an all deluxe edition bound in the heaviest leather with stiff covers. There will be five full pages in full color instead of one as in the past. The quality of the engraving cannot be surpassed. Technique 1915 offers you all these improvements for the same price as last year's book—$5.75.

Glee Club Rehearsal

There will be a special rehearsal of the Glee Club Thursday afternoon, at five. This rehearsal is very important as there are few more before the Spring Concert. It is also necessary to practice a couple of new songs which are to be sung at the Natl. Concert Friday night. A double fine will be imposed for absence.

New Cleaner Here


The Spencer Company has loaned the Institute a Spencer Turbine Vacuum Cleaner, which is being used on the location with Senator laboratory work. Various tests are being conducted, in which the men determine how much power it uses, the amount of air it exhausts, etc. The cleaner has been placed in the turbine room.

ORGANIZATION COMMITTEE

There will be a special meeting of the Institute Committee Friday afternoon at five. The report of the committee investigating the reorganization of the Cooperative Society will be considered, and in addition a report from the Tech Advisory Council will be heard.

WEATHER

Generally fair; colder tonight; moderate variable winds.

CALENDAR

Wednesday, March 19, 1914.

7.45 a.m. E. E. Society, Union.
Thursday, March 19, 1914.
1:30 T. C. A. Union.
4:00 Show Pony Band rehearsal—Room B, Union.
5:00 Special Glee Club rehearsal, Union.
Friday, March 20, 1914.
4:00 p. m. Show, Pony Band, Room B, Union.
5:00 T. C. A. Union, Rooms A and B.

Mr. William Howard Will Conduct—Violinists Are Needed for Orchestra.

A music rehearsal of the Tech show, with all departments working together, will start at 4:15 this afternoon, in the dining room at the Union. Mr. William Howard will be in charge. Mr. Howard has had experience that especially fits him for the position which he holds with this year's show. He has been concert master of a large number of important concerts which have been held in various cities of New England. He is at present a member of the Boston Festival Orchestra. For five years he has very satisfactorily conducted all the Boston Municipal Concerts.

Mr. Howard hopes that a number of violin players will report at this rehearsal. The management wishes to call the attention of any men at Technology who are able to play this instrument to the fact that he has his work in other musical fields. Mr. Howard is an expert violinist and has studied under Winderma, the violin master.

Every man who expects to go on the stage at all during the production of the show should be present promptly at quarter past four today. This includes those who are in any of the specialties as well as the members of the ballets, the cast and the chorus.